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 You can also find a larger list that includes all games published by Climax. Contents These are the names of the games in
Flashpoint (or a list of the games known to the developers): These are games not in Flashpoint or a list of the games known to

the developers: Unknown published games These games are from games created by Climax, but not in Flashpoint or a list of the
games known to the developers: Linux games A number of games for Linux were announced and never released. Some games

that were once announced are now cancelled, while some are still in development and are currently under various stages of
development. The unreleased games are sorted alphabetically in their category. OpenRA games A total of four OpenRA games
were announced. Two of them are known to have been released. Both games were released by Diversions Publishing. The other

two were canceled in 2010, and are available as early access. Vanguard games A total of three games were announced for
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Vanguard. The only game known to be released is Vanguard III: The War Conspiracy, released by Novagen. Other A total of
seven games have been announced for Linux. Four of them are known to have been released. They were announced by different
developers. Two of them are in early access, one is still in development, and one is still in the making. Realms of Magic A total

of three games were announced for Realms of Magic, but only one was released. It was released by Diversions Publishing.
Wizardry 8: Mage Knight A total of three games were announced for Wizardry 8: Mage Knight. One of them was released,

while two of them are still in development. The games were announced by Troll Lord Games. RPGs These games are part of the
main title of a game, but also have a secondary role as an RPG. This list is sorted by platform. Kirby's Epic Yarn Kirby's Epic
Yarn was the first platformer released in the main title of a game. It was announced as being the first title in a series of games
for the Wii, while the main title of the series is for Wii, GameCube, and Nintendo DS. It was developed by Nintendo and Epic

Games, and published by Nintendo for Wii, WiiWare, and Nintendo DS. It was released on October 3, 82157476af
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